We Are Making INSANE IMPACT!!
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My Brothers and Sisters, Forces of Satan!!

We are doing VERY serious impact on the enemy!! They are taking a very big and serious beating. Those of you who are more spiritually open and aware, you can see this already. Satan and the Gods are very pleased with what we have been doing and our side has been gaining more and more influence. We must keep the destruction going at all costs!!

We are ruining the enemy in just more than a decade. It took them 2000+ years to establish this slaver order and yes, we will make it crumble. Everyone should be appalled and also be proud of our work. This is not a time of rest. This is a time to push even harder. We are only HALFWAY through with the attacks until September ends and we have ripped them. Just be aware of everything, do not let these Victories put you to sleep, just motivate you to further our victories. This is on us. Keep up your meditation programs, elevate yourself and also, destroy the enemy who is the obstacle of all human greatness, positivity, elevation and HAPPINESS!! The enemy is sadness, death, slavery and despair for all souls!!

Satan is very proud for us all and we are all moving together, like one body. The Gods too are giving the enemy a beating everyday. The manifestations are coming in doses and the enemy hides many of the things they undergo from the news and everywhere else, to pretend these do not happen. But these do happen and they wreck them. The enemy calls us "goyim" in that we are weak, stupid, incapable of all organization and the list goes and goes. They really hope we were. We are sons and daughters of the Gods. When we unite and act united, the enemy falls and crumbles instantly. They are gravely afraid of us and our bond. They always try to hide this from us, dilute us and steer this manifold power we possess elsewhere. But when we all stand under the Will of Satan and we beat them, they are losing everything.

The enemy wants to cause disunity, arguments and all other issues to prevent the work from being done. Because when the work will be done, all there is will be at our hands. We will restore everything. They are doing everything, and I mean EVERYTHING, to instill inaction, hangups, fears and confusion. Blah blah blah. Ignore the filths, and join the assault. They are doing everything to prohibit action. Spiritual Organized Action is the worst thing you can do to them.
Look when we took action, we are DESTROYING them. We will all stay loyal to our work, not taking a step away.

You might also have noted that you feel elevated, calmer, stronger and that things go "your way" lately, which will also continue. This is an indicator of all that we do. Some might face some hardship here and there, but if you pay attention, we are nuking the enemy. If you remove the bad planets some may go through, the climate is changing. The enemy has bound everyone to be on a low level spiritually for that reason, so they can be victims of their circumstances.

On the higher spiritual levels, there is no suffering whatsoever and every second of life is like heaven. Should we keep the fight going, we will also attain the physical power needed, as spiritual power transforms itself in physical power. The enemy is powerless and is depending on the hoards of aliens, sheep and their shitty books to attack us. They are playing us with our own stolen weapons. But inside all of us does rest the Truth and the Power. They are treading on stolen land and pretending to be the land owner.

Just for the record, I know many of you, you are reading the enemy filth so you can see them for what they are. When I was reading the Old Testament, you can see the filth this so called "religion" of "xianity" and the jewish filth are about. The enemy demands of their followers to sacrifice people, children and virgins and also animals. The enemy alien hive that assists the jews, they state that if these stop, the enemy will lose all their influence and power and they will be destroyed. The enemy wants to spill blood for that reason. In the Rabbinical texts the enemy also states that to kill Satanists and "Nazis", it’s acceptable and commendable, and that "God" doesn’t mind it. They literally want us all under the ground. Do not let them do this.

We are keeping steady, defiant, all together in the march against their insanity and tyranny. The Gods will reign once again and justice WILL BE SERVED!! Uncountable souls of animals, children, Ancient people, tortured people who are still alive and pretty much everyone else that fell victim of the jews, these people ask for redemption. We are their Spiritual Redemption.

Their pushing of immigration, economic attacks and so forth, all these are acts of desperation to keep the people blind and in the rat-wheel of mere survival and fear. The enemy has lied so much their lies no longer work. And yes, the masses really awaken. The awakening happens. Its all due to us.

I Salute all our Forces, our Comrades and all those who are walking the Path of Truth and Freedom. This World must be set free of all costs. The 'jewtrix' must fall.
We are moving forward and we shall never stop. Satan, the Gods and our Comrades, we all march as One!!!
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